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NAXIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO. 1124

.—

PRACTICAL POSSIBILITIES OF HI(XT-ALTITUDEI?LI(33TWITH

EXHAUST-GAS TURBINES IN CONNECTION WITH

SPARI<IGNITION INGINES
,

COMPARATIVE THERMODYNAMIC AND FLIGET

MECHANICAL INVESTIGATIONS*

By A, Weise

SUMMARY

As a means of preparing for high-altitude flight with spark-
igniti.on engines in conjunction with exhaust-gas turbosuperchargers,
various methods of modifying the exhaust-gas temperatures, which are
initially higher t.hsna turbine can withstand are mathematically
compared. The thermodynamic results first obtained are then examined
with respect to the effect on flight Bpeed, climbing speed, ceiling,
economy, and cruising range. The results are so presented in a
generalized form that they may be applied to every appropriate type
of aircraft design and a comparison with the supercharged.engine
without exhaust-gas turbine can be made.

1. INTRODUCTION

If sufficient power output from an aircraft engine is to be
maintained at very high altitudes in spite of the reduction in air
density, the air for combustion must be precompressed in a super-
charger. Even below stratospheric altitudes that are foreseen
for the long-distanceflying of the future, the portion of engine
output consumed by the supercharger is considmablu. In order to
balance this loss, it is desirable to use the ener~ that is still

—— —
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available in the exhaust gas at the end of the power stroke due to
the excess pressure and temperature of the gas by continuing its
expansion in an exhaust-gas turbine.

The fundamental theoretical relations involved in the operation
of hi@l-altitude engines with superchargers and exhaust-gas turbines
have been fully expounded by Hansen (references 1 and 2). By methods
of computation that he devised, Hansen derived the useful work out-
puts, fuel-consumption indices, specific weights, and cooling surfaces
for numerous examples of high-altitude engines. In achieving a simple
and clear picture of what was technically possible, many practical.
limitations and secondary influences were not considered. These fac-
tors must be taken into account, however, before an experimental@it
can actually be constructed.

One of the problamq arising in this connection is dealt with in
this report. It concerns the control of the high exhaust-gas temper-
ature in the operation of exhaust-gas turbines in connection with
spark”-i~ition engines. The exhaust gas, the temperature of which
is between 750° and 1050° C, cannot be fed directly into a turbine
because the materials in the turbine will not withstand a temperature
of more than 600° C for continuous operation. As a means of circum-
venting this difficulty certain cooling system have b-n proposedy
which are compared in this report with respect to technical practi-
cability, economy, and effect on flight speed) climbing sPeed2 ceilin&
and flight range of aircraft.

The influence of excess scavenging and combustion air upon the
economy of the Diesel-cn@ne system must be studied. This part of
the problem has been covered in refermce 3; therefore, the present
report has to deal only with cooling systems for exhaust-gas turbines
operating in conjunction with spark-ignition engines. The primary
classification of the cooling syste!nsis based on whether the exhaust
gas itself or the mechanical parts endangered by exposure to it.are
cooled.

11. COOLINGOF EXHAUSI’GAS

The manner of operation of the two systems for cooling the
exhaust gases that merit consideration, mixture cooling and surface
cooling, will now be described.
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1. Description of Systems

~~ A. Description-ofm.ixture-cooling.system.- In the mixture-
coaling system, before the exhaust gas enters the turbine, it is—
mixed with compressed air supplied from tinei-egula~ supercharger
compressor. In addition, the cylinders of the four-cycle sp.ark-
ignition engine may te scavenged with compressed air in order to
increase the charge by removing all traces of combustion gases and
thereby increasing the power output, The thermal and mechanical
demand on the engine, in that case, is increased just as in the case
of increasing the suction pressure. The scavenging air, which
obviously cannot pass through the carburetor, may be suitably
controlled by means of a rotary slide valve in the induction pipe.

Figure 1 shows a flow plan for the mixture-cooling system in
com-~in-aticm.with cylinder scavenging.

Elimination of the rotary slide valve is made possible by
adoptinG the ~a~oline spray injection system now being tested; with
this system the less Qf fresh ~.ixtureinto -theexhaust duct can be
easily prevented bj~ suitable timing of the begiming of.the
injection.

When -thesyst~i,ljust described is used, the supercharger and
the turbine m~~stbe bnilt for a greatel’flow than would be required
for the en@ne almc. Gn tineono hand, additional work must be
expended in the supercharger to provide the mixed air; but on the
other hand, this air mixed with the exhaust gas performs additional
Woi+k in the turbine.

B. Description of surface-cooling system. - In surface coding
the temperatti:’eof the exilaustgas i~ reduced by heat exchange with
the atmosphere. I?orthis purpose the gas is led fra~mthe engine
mrouSh a heat exchanger,L. the outer surface of which is exposed to
the flight stream. The combustion space may also le scavenged with
this system. The s~percllargerand turbine may be of a size to
supply the requirementsof only the engine+

The flow plan in figure 1 will ap~ly to surface cooling with
scavenging if the ‘mixture-airsupply line is removed and the
mixing nozzle is replaced by the e.xhauzt-gascooler.

,!

Wtth either system the engine does’not operate with free
exhaust, A loss-of power is caused by the stagnation of the gases
in the exhaust duct, mixing nozzle, or exhaust-gas cooler.
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.

C. Comparison of system without turbine. - The gain due to the——— —.—, — —. —— ..—. .
exhaust-gas turbine was readily made apparen-kby computing co?riparable
values for the engine
a turbine.

2.

with the supercharger alone, that is, without

Thennod.ynamicComp-utations

A. Method of computation. - The computations are based on the
work by Hansen (references 1-and,2). The methods of computation devel-
oped therein have been suitably modified where necessary in accordance
with the new problems. Only as much .explanationof the method of com-
putation will be given as will enable them to be verified with the aid
of HansenJs exposition and of.general,lyfamiliar thermodynamic methods
of computation. The assumptions and the Conditions will be fully
specified.

(a) Ihgine work

The two systems will be ccmpared as applied to a BMW-VI four-
cycle aircraft engine with a compression ratio c = 6.0; in both
cases the combustion space will be scavenged. For the variation of
air pressure and te~pei”a~L~re with altitude, the values of tho CINA
(international standard atmosphere) will be used. Hansen:s formulas
have been adapted for the dec~+easeof oxy~en content of the air in
the stratosphere. In certain cases, calculations for an altitude of
20 kilometers were made with the assumption of unchanged oxygen con-
tent for comparison. These comparison points have been indicated on
the graphs by asterisks and arrows.

The tinal supercharger compression is taken as 1.16 standard
atmospheres, the pressure in the compression chamber before and after
the scavenging as 1.10 standard atmospheres, and the pressure in the
exhaust-gas receiver as well as that in the cylinder, at the end of
induction as 1.033 standard atmospheres. These values take account
of all required pressur~ drops and allow for a small additional load-
ing of the engine as compared with operation without a supercharger.
Avoidance of excessively large cooling surfaces is made possible by
considering the retooled air suq?pli.edfrom the supercharger as having
a temperature of 60° C at all altj.tudes. Near sea level the temper-
ature of the induction ai~”could be lower in reality. This fact is
disregarded as the influence is small and we are concerned with high-
altitude flight. The effectiveness of cylinder scavenging is assumed
to be such that v = 0,25 of tho residual combustion gases present
in the compression chamber at the end.of the exhaust stroke will
remain there. The excess-air factor is 21 = 1.1.
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The quadratic equation
formula 3) is applicable.in
‘“’engingalso; @%dsd

(b) Supc+rchargerwork

The supercharger
p~es~L~e&! given under

that-

given by
the case

5

Hansen in reference 1 (p. 8,
of conlnietion.~hauiberscav-

-1/’cis entirely replaced by V/c.

work was also computed on the basis Qf the
(a). The large pressure ratio per stage

chosen by Hansen, namely 2.2, has been retained. me interc”ooling
betw~en the individual stages was limited to a minimiuntemperature
of 60° C. The supercharger-work quantities were computed for
adiabatic efficiencies of 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7. According to measure-
ments now available (relerence 3),“the efficiencies of one- and two-
stage superchargers vary between approximately 0.5 and 0.6, In the
case of multistage sup~rcli=gers for high-altitude flight, the pres-
sure drop in the intercoolers also mustibe allowcxlfor, thus reducing
the over-all efficiency. Until further progreee in supercharger con-
struction is an accomplishedfact, an efficiency of not more than
0.5 and 0.6 can probably be expected.

(c) Turbine work

The turbine work was computed.for stagnation conditions in the
exhaust according to Hansen (reference 2) and on the basis of an
unvarying receiver pressure of 1.033 standard atmospheres. The tem-
perature of the exhaust gas or of the mixture of exhaust gas and air
was fixed at 600° C. The cooling “ofthe exhaust gas due to expansion
in the nozzle does not substantially reduce the thermal load on the
leading edge of the blades because, according to Ackeret (reference 4,
P. 306), the temperature of the boundary layer at the surfaces is
approximately that prevailing before the expansion. Only the partic-
ipation of’radiation from the ~as in the transfer of heat to the blade
becomes smaller.

In computing the consumption of mixture air in mixture cooling,
the calculation was based on the use of cooled compressed air. If
uncooled air were used, only a somewhat li@ter and smaller air after-
cooler would be obtained for.the last stage of the supercharger and
against this gain the auxiliary mechanical ‘units(superchargerand
turbine) would have to be substantiallyheavier on account of the
greater quantity of mixture air required; therefore, the mixture of
cooled air should be more advantageous.

In the computation of the effici~ncy of the turbine, which is
based on steam-turbine theory, the deduction of 10 percent made by
Hansen (referent@ 2) for the shock and heat losses associated with
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free exhaust was not made. The reduction of power output due to
clearance loss and bearing friction was esttmated at 4 percent.
l’urthermorejthe efficiency computed for an altitude of 20 kilometers
was not used for all altitudes as it was in Hansents work; instead,
the higher efficiencies calculated for lower altitudes were used. The
turbine efficiencies at the shaft ~T calcul.a.tedfrom the available
adiabatic heat drop are shown in figure 2; these efficiencies, in both
mixture cooling and surface cooling, are attainable up to an altitude
of 15 kilometers with one simple impeller at a peripheral speed of not
more than 500 meters per second and above 15 kilometers with two
counterrotating impellers having peripheral speeds of 300 and 200
meters per second.

For the commutation of the heat drops and the mixing processes,
an i-s diagram was used for air and for a normal exhaust gas
(resultingfrom a fuel mixture of 1/3 BV-benzol and 2/3 medium gaso-
line burned with an excess air factor of 1.1 and 0.21 oxygen content
of the air). This diagram was computed by using the average specific
heats given by Mollier (reference 5).

(d) Specific weights of structural units

Th@ specific weights of the engine units, which were computed
in accordance with the reasoning set forth by Hansen (reference 2),
were divided by the specific weight of the @ngine at sea level gMo*
Unfortunately, sm”ficient experimental data are unavailable as to the
ratio of the specific weight of the supercharger and thleturbine to
that of the engine itself. Tlwrefm?e, this ratio x was treated as
uniform and by considering its limits x = O and x = 1 all possible
cases were included. In practice, x should lie between 0.4 and 0.6.

(e) Specific weights and surface areas ot cooling units

As in EIansen’swork (reference 2), the specific weight of the
engine cooler at sea level was set at 0.10 to 0.135 of the specific
weight of the engine at sea level, an assumption that may be corre-
lated with recent estimates by’Fuchs, Hopf, Seewald (reference 6),
if engines of very light construction are disregarded. The weight
of a gas cooler was assured to be half as great for a @ven surface
area as that of a water cooler. The weight of the cooler plays only
an unimportant part in tho final result.

The case is different with the cooling surfaces, which substan-
tially affect the total-resistance of the aircraft and.must there-
fore be more accurately computed.
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In accordmce with the procedure followed throughout this report,
only ratios were computed at first; n~-lely,all heat-ey.changing
su.rfa.ces.we~.e.based .,onthe cooling suzzfaca.ofthe engine cooler at
mm level; for this purpose a wall temperature in the engine cooler
of 75° C was assumed.

.. .
For the rest of the ratios, many assumptions and methods of

calculation havin~ ‘co“dowith heat transfer have been modified as
compared to Hansenfs procedures (reference 2), while maintaining the
same form of the law of heat tiransfei”(reference 7) (dependent upon
vel~city, presw~re, and temperature)..,

The aver?.gewall temperattires“ofthe gas coolers were not
estimated but calciilatod, Iiithis connection the flow velocity of
the sugmrcha?ger air and the exhaust gas was considered as not varying
with altitude, namely, as equal to only one-haif the fl:.ghtspeed at
sea level. Even so the pressure 10ss in the coolers will be quite
large.

‘rheaform factiori’m?heat transfer was taken as 2.3 greater for
the outside (corre6pond3.ngto four rows of tubes normal to the air
stream) thar.fol’the inside (correspondingto tileinner wall of one
%ube (reference 0)).

Particular difficulty was encountered in deci.clingupon a formula
for the depende~,c~of flight speed on altitude. Hansen based hi~
calculations upon unchanging ir~pactpressure, that is, upon an
increase of’flight speed inversely ‘yo:portima].to the sqluareroot
of the air density. This pror.ou.nce?,incre<aseof speeldresul-tsin
small coolin& suz’faces‘outcan be attained only under conditims that
yield no satiofactcu-;’ba~is for comparisms. That is, fl%ht at sea
level.can be si@ficw;i;ly compared witj.hi@-altitude flight only if
the proportion of powe-r-plantweig;ttto iatal aircraft we”ightis taken
as tie flamein eac~ case and if} in addi-tion,it is postulated that
the ~owei--plantloadi~.,zc~effici~nt re~j.ns the same at various
altitudes. Un@an@ng “iropact presEMre requires a substantial increase
of the thrust power; a fact that cannot be correlated with the
requirements just mentioned. If the increase in flight speed with
altitLldeswas takerlas inversely prgporticnlalonly to the cube root
of the air den~~.ty,tho increase would be approximately equivalent
ttoc~ns+;a~tf’l.i&~Jt;pwer. Even this increase caniiotha attained in
practice under thqm requirements, because the specific weight of
high-altitude prwer plants ,generalljrincreases with.altitude.
,.... ..- ,-. . .,,

~~ekertheless,a ce~tai~.,increase in flight epeed with altitude
may be expected. Tke exact formula of the increase becomes apparent
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only as the final result of
sam for all aircraft. The
can therefore bo found only
takin~ into account cefiain
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all computations; it vill not be the
exact values for the cooling surfaces
by a process of gradual approximation,
ntunericalvalues pertaining to the air-

craft structure. The resulting increase in difficulty of the prob-
lem is prohibitive for this investigation. Consequently, the cal-
culations were based throughout on an increase of speed corresponding
to the reciprocal of the cube root,of the air density, whereby the
cooling surfaces comyuted are too small. The magnitude of the errors
will be computed at the end.

B. Results of mixture cooli~!- - The discussion of the results
will bo based on reference to the figures, in which tho results are
plotted as functions of the altitude. In calculations of the effect
of altitude, it is assumed
ical units and the coolers
required at the respective
not represent the behavior
tudes.

that at each point the auxiliary mechan-
are of the proper sizes for the outputs
altitudes. ~erefore, the diagrsms do
of the mme power plant at various alti-

Figure 3. Mechanical work of engine, supercharger, and turbino
in meter kilogrsms per liter of displacement and per working cycle.
If the supercharger efi’icioncyis 0.5} the work input of’the super-
charger can no longer bo met by the turbine even at an altitude of
a few kilometers. The sane condition applies in the stratosphere
for a supercharger efficiency of 0.6 or less.

For comparison there is plotted as a dashed line the engine
work output for operation without scavenging and slight supercharging.
At sea level the work output is increased 14.5 percent by scavenging
and suporchargin~.

I’igure4. Useful work of’the whole installation, that is, the
sum o~and turbine work output minus suporcharuer work input.
For the supercharger efficiencies attainable in practice, the useful
Workj especially in the stratosphere, decreases much more rapidly
th,anin the installation calculated by Hansen without consideration
of necessary cooling. Even the assumption of unaltered oxygen contwnt
of tho air does not chango this very much.

~igure 5. Relative increase of the scavenging-air quantity and
exhaust-gas quantity due to tho nixturc?process, At sea level the
supercha=ger”and turbine must b~ built for
of scavenging air and oxhau$t gas. In the
tion of cooling air is less, in accordance
oxygen content.

almost double the flow
stratosphere tho consump-
with the decreasing
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The exhaust-gas quantity increases relatively less than the
quantity of air required t,obe compressed because the exhaust-gas
quantity-in its~~and its relative value compared withthe air
quantity are greater by the amount of the fuel quantity.

Figure 6. ~ecific fuel consumption based on the effective ‘“
outpu~~h~whole installation for supercharger efficiencies of
0.5 and 0.6. (The result for surface cooling is also plotted in
this diagmm for comparison.) Corrm~onding to the decreasing use-
ful power output, the specific fuel consumption becomes!substan-
tially greater in the stratosphere. Thus an influence damaging to
the economy of high-altitudo flight is shown here.

Figures 7 and 8. These diagrams, from Hansen, give a Picture.-——-
of the increase of tho specific weight of the mechanical and cooling
installationswith altikude. Figure 7 gives the increase for a
supercharge’ efficiency of 0.6 and figure 8 for 0.5. The spcci-fi.c
weights aro based on the specific weight of the engine with a normal
water cooler at sea level. The specific weight of the mechanical
installation (engine, turbine, and superchax’~er)is plotted upward
from the abscissa axis and the specific weight of the additional
cooling installationfor high-altitude flight is plotted downward
from the axis, therefore the SWB of the two may be gaged by the
distance between the curves.

The definition of x has already been given (p. 6). The values
x= O and x . 1 cover the extremo possible limits. The probable
range in -practiceis shown as shaded. In the case of engines of
lighter construction than the BMW-VI modol, the additional cooling
installation required for high-altitude flight may be relatively
heavier.

For a supercharger efficiency of 0.5, already at an altitude of
approximately 11 kilometers, the total weight of the power plant
will be double and at about 15 kilometers three times its weight at
sea level for the same power output.

Figure 9. Relative cooling-surfacemagnitudes, based on valves
at sea level, subdivided into the surface required for the engine
cooler and that required for the supercharger intercoolers, are super-
imposed in order that ‘thototal surface may be read.

Note the initial decrease and subsequent increase of the cooling
s“urfacefor the engine cooler} which at great altitudes iS exceeded
by the surface of the air coolers. Changing of the supercharger
efficiency from 0.6 to 0.5 only slightly increases the total surface.
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C. Results for surface cooling.

Figures 10 to 14. These figures show, in the same manner as
for mixture cooling, the componont work Quantities, the useful work
of the mechanical installation, the specific weights, and the surface
areas for various supercharger efficiencies.

Figure 10. The work done in the turbine and the e.upercharger.—.——
becom=onsidcrably smaller becauso the absence of mixture air results
in a reduced flow quantity passing through those units.

Figure 11. This figure shows the useful work corresponding to
various supercharger efficiencies and should be compared with fig-
ure 4.

In the region in which figure 3 showed the turbine work to be
greater than that of the compressor, the useful work is somewhat less
in the case of surface cooling; elsewhere it is increased, particu-
larly so at low supercharger efficiency.

This fact is explained,by the following relations: In both mix-
ture and surface cooling the heat content of the gas in the recefver
is the same (except for the very small difference due to the variance
in composition) and therafore the turbine work obtainable per unit
weight of gas is Gqual, The gas quantity, however, is greater in the
case of mixture cooling and hence the totql turbine work is also
greater (compare figs. 3 and 10). If this air quantity, which does
additional work in the turbine, is to be obtained, additional work
of compression must be expended in the supercharger. The ratio of
these work quantities is given in C1OSO approximation by the ratio
of ZT to 1~ (fig. 3), as here also it is approximately the sane
gas quantities that must be compressed and work under the same con-
ditions as the additional air quantity. (Only the quantity of fuel,
transformed into gas by the combustion and entering the tLU’’bineas
an additional gas quantity, causes a very small difference whic~l
may he ignored in tlnisdiscussion for the sake of simplicity.) If
2.T is greater than ZT when there is no mixture, an amount of work
equal to the differenc~ lV - lT may be saved. AS the mixed W~titY
of air is, according to figure 5, quite considerable, some important
differences result. At the superchar~er efficiencies that can be
expected in pre,cticc?,surface cooling prcves to be clearly superior
even below stratospheric levels; at an altitude of 16 kilometers it
yields 27 percent more output for a given engine displacement and
speed at 50 percent superchar~er efficiency. This advanta.gois strik-
ingly expressed in the specific fuel consumption, which has already
been shown in figure 6 in,connectionwith mixture cooling.
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Figures 12 and 13. The superiority of surface cooling in
respect to useful output is also shown in the corresponding specific
weights; even the additional exhaust-gas cooler makes no “difference
in this respect.

Figure 14. The representation of the cooling suz’facesproves
that the size of the e~~laust-gascooler makes itself felt only near #
sea level, that is, in a region not very limportantin practice. At
higher altitudes tilesaving due to the smaller compressed-air cooler
is so large that tiletotal cooling surface is actuallysmallertlnan
in the case of nixture cooling.~

1

FIG~e 15e This figure permits a coiipazziscmof the total
surfaces for mixture and for su~%ace cooling at a supercharger
efficiency of 0.5, k addition,the cooling-surfacerequirements
for operation ~rithoutturbine, that is, with engine ad supercharger
alone, are platted here.

Figure 16. lh orderto determine whether an exhaust-gas cooler
is operable, the higlhestwall temperatures expected had to be
calculated.-,

The figure shows how $he wall temperature at the exhaust-gas
inlet side of the coaler ~~ariesbet?vee.nthe exhaust-gas tempe-rature
and that of the mitside air. ~~en at tinehighest frying altitudes
the vail tenperati~relies far below the permissible Unit. If the
size of ,thecoolep were decreased it would be necessary in redesigning .
to try to improve heat tran”sferon tileinside; at the ssme time, of
course, the heat izrzunsferon the outside carxnothe allowed to
become less ’efficient.

An important consideration in this regard is tilepressure ~OSS
in tineexhaust-gas cocler because ?-t
turbine. The admzntage of a liglhter
~esistance must’tiilerefmebe weighed
loss Of turbine output.

involves a loss of work in the
cooler having less air
against the disadvmtage of

Figure 17. !l%eeffect of pressure loss in the exhaust-gas
cooler on the turbine output is illustrated by plotti~c the tuzzbine
work obtainable per kilogram of exkust gas with suzzfacecooling
for two different receiver pressures, nameiy 1.033 and 0.8 standard
atmospheres. As the press-ureloss in the exhaust-gas coaler may be
considered as not varying with altitude, It becomes evident that the
loss of work even with h~gh
becomes relatively’small at
understood.hecausethe work

resistance of ‘th-eefi-aust-gascooler
hi@ altitudes. The loss is easily
obtainable is dependent on the pressure
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ratio and ribtthe prbssuredrop. The loss is even-smaller if }calcu-.
lated by comparison with the turbine ‘winkin the case of mixture
cooliqj (sho}m as .adash~d line) because the mixture coo).ingis a
little lower in spite of equal exhaust-gas temperature due to’the ,
different conposi%ion of the gas.

,... . ,.., . .,
A conception of’the I.OSSof work due.to.exhaust-gas cooling in ‘

general may be obtained by a comparison with the curve for th?
Adiabatic heat drq~ of thg uncooled gases at a pressure of i.033
standard atmospheres. The Loss due to throttling the exhaust is
still greater, although it sharply decreases wit]l,increasingaltitude
to which the loss due to the increas6d back pressure of the engine
would hav~ to be added.

T

This valie.is also s in the figure.. . .- ‘“ /
D. ResLIltsfor supercharged engine without turbine. - Figures .18

to 20 show, in the usual manner, tliemost important comparative values
for the engine wi.tlna supercharger alone. ,.

(

I?articularlystriking is the substantially ~eate~ specific .
fuel consumption,resultingfyon the loss-of *he turbine ”work.’.

E. General re~ systems.

(a) ~he-~od~m~ic.comp~ison of two cooling systems ,, ‘ ~
v . .
The following quantities ai-e~mpor.tan~in the comparative

evaluation of the ditferent syste~: specific weight, -specificfuel
consumption,and coolin~-surf’acerequirements. In respec+to specific
weight and fuel consuqtio.nj silflacecooling is more efficient at all
altiiudes; only the coolir@~@face requii-ementsthat affect the
over-all resistance~of the aircraft are smaller in the troposphere
for mixture coolir~e For stratospheric $lighi, surface cooling is to
‘be preferredin- every case, The net effectof the smaller weight
and larger cooli~ su”faces on f}ight characteristics in ‘thetropo-
sphere “canbe ma& clear only b~ a flight-mechanica,linquiryj which
will’be presented in section 1, SLlbSC?Cki.On2.

#fker’moYe thorou’ghinvestigation into the thermod~amics of
the two systems of operating exhaust-gas tuzzbines,the fo~lowin$
remarks can be III.&&e:

In both the sysimw under ccmside&Mon-work:lo’sse~ are incurred,
as seen from figme 27, dne to operating @.th throttled exhaust, that
is, because a part :>fthe~vork ability,which ~he exhaust Gas still
possesses at theend.’of its e~ansion in the cylinderj is detitr~yed
by the irrevemible mhaust process:”If the e~aust gas is then

-?

,,

.
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coolod %y irreversibleheat exchemge in tho exhaust-gas cooler, it
undergoes a furthm? loss of work ability. This loss, also shown in
figure 17, must be charged again@, the-oooling process--itself..In
the case of mixture cooling, when compressed air is added to the
exhaust gas an irreversib”lomixing process is initiated that must
also, according to fundamental thermodynamic laws, involve work
losses. These losses are smaller than in the case of surface cooling
because a part of tho heat content of the exhaust gas remains avail-
able in the warmed rn.hctur%air. The additional turbine work thus
obtained does not suffj.ce,however, to compress the additional air
required at the turbine and sup~rc?mrger efficiencies available in
practice. There remains a deficit, which in the last enalysis makes
the process less desirable.than surface cooling.

(b) Transfer of power botwcxm engines, turbine, and supercharger

The useful work of the whole high-altitude power plant may be
defined as the algebraic sum of threo individual outputs. The ques-
tion is, how this thoor%ical cal..culationmay be realized in prac-
tical technique.

In the exceptional cases, in which turbine work and supercharger
work are equal, the simplest solution i~ the direct coupling of tur-
bine and supercharger.

It is a different matter when surplus turbine work is to be made
usable at the propeller or when more work must be put into the super-
charger than the turbino can supply. A transfer of output between
the engine and the turbosuperchargcris then necessary. For flight
at a given altitude, such a transfer of ou%wtmw be mech~icaW
accomplished without too much complication. However, if it is then
desired to fly at a different altitude - and in practice it must be
done - complicated transmission devices, for example fluid drives}
cannot be avoided bocausc of the speed changes of the individual
units. Further discussion of this point will be found in the report
by Hansen (reference 2).

The mechanical difficulties would presumably be less if, in the
case of insufficient turbine power, the,supercharger werp split, that
is, if the turbosuperch”argerwere mechanically independent and ar”
auxiltary compressor driven by the engine were used to supply the
extra supercharging power.

As ‘another’meansof avoiding the mechm~cal transfer of power
between the engine and the supercharger group, the WPact Press~e
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on the turbine blading might be increased qntil it reached the point
at which the turbine output would be just sufficient for the needs of
the supercharger. If the pressure were increased, the engine output
would decrease because of the higher back pressure and an appropriate
investigation would be required to determine the effect of this
arrangement upon the useful output.

One thing can be said now on this subject: As the turbine work
is dependent upon the pressure ratio, a specified increase in receiver
pressure will produce “anfncreaso in $urbine work, which will be
smaller in proportion as the prossute ratio> that is, the altitude,
is greater. Thus the gain will unfortunately be lacking just when
it is most desired. On the contrary, the loss of engine work is pro-
portional to the pressure drop and is therefore independent of the
altitude. It follows from this statement that the method of increas-
ing the impaot pressure presumably will not enable going very much
farther into the application of direct coupling between supercharger
and turbine.

3. Flight-Mechanical Deductions from Thermodynamic Results

A. General foreword. - Befoio definite Judgement can be passed
on the practical value of the systems under consideration, it must be
determined how their thermodynmnic qualities affect the flight char-
acteristics insofar as these depend upon the power plant. These flight
characteristics consist of flight speed, c“limbingspeed, ceiling,
cruising range, and index of econo@.

In SUCH problems the practice has been to select specific air-
craft types of known flight-mecheaical data and, starting from them,
to calculate the changes in the flight characteristics. However,
this procedure cannot be satisfactory in an investigation aiming at
thoroughness and lucidity because the results would be accidental
and cvcm the usc of a highly diversified solcction of types would
not give an insight into the exact way in which particular charac-
teristics behave, that is, the results could ’notbe generalized.

A contribution to a general solution was made by Schrenk (ref.
erence 9), who organized the flight-mechanical relations (refer-
ences 10 and 11) discovered by him into a general diagram for high-
altitude flight and applied this to Kmrs investigations (refer-
ence 12) of the high-altitude engine with exhaust-gas turbine. How-
ever, he limited his use of this method to the computation of the
flight speed; for the determination of the cruising range he returned
to the method of recalculating a specific aircraft type.

.—.-—,—.——. .—--,,,.. —, ..—..---,, ,,,,,..-, ,,.-. ,.,,,
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Scbrenk took account of only the specific weight of the power plant
and neglected the important influence of the size of the cooling
surfaces,-.,. .!.:...,.,

Devoting a separate inqL~iryto the subject, this writer, upon
the basis of the cited work by Schrenk, elaborated a method of
computing all the previously mentioned flight characteristicsfrom
the thermodyn~lc values of the propulsion system, includin~ therein
the influence of the c~oling surfaces. The fli~ht-mechanical
qualities of the aircz@t enter into this representati.anonly in the
form of two dimensionless characteristic values.

The first of these,is the power ratio a, defined as the ratio
of No, the flight power delivered by the propeller thrust at sea
level, to Nso~, the soaring power Lr~ACAComment: Soaring pow~r is

equal to the-m:inimumpower required to maintain level powered fli[qht.
The term is used in the remainder of the paper with this meaning.~
at sea level at the optimum gliding angle. For current aircraft
this ratio is always greater than 1; the average value for commercial
aircraft is ap~coximatoly 2.5. Tinehighest value reached today is
perhaps a = 7. The computationswill cover values of a between
1 and 10.

The second characteristicvalue is tho resistance ratio cp,
defined as the ratio of the frontal resistance of the normal engine
cooler (for flight at sea level) to the total frontal resistance of
the aircraft and based on a power-ratio a = 1. If a> l.}the
value determined f’orthe frontal resistance of the cooler must be
dirn.inishedby the ra’tij-oa in order to calcu~late ~c

Careful investi~at’ionshows that CP$+,a factor of cp, does
not depend on u b~~t~given equal technical excellence of cooler
design, depends only on Voa, the gliding speed of the aircraft
at optimum glidili~an~le. An aircraft that glides more slowly than
another wiil, at a Given power-ratio a, also fly more slowly in
the same Proportion. Consequently, the limiting values of the
speed of the aircraft may be substituted for the limiting values
of ~* ~d it is found that the ratio of cooler resistance to total
resistance is Greater for high-speed aircraft than for low-speed
aircraft. The Z.’imits0.06< @+<0.24 used for the subsequent
computations correspond approximately to surface-loadinglimits
of 45 and 110 kilogrzunsper square n,ete~’;(it sflouldbe noted that
strictly.speakingit cm.rwt be expressed in terms of slmface-
loadi.ngalone). The regions corresponding to these lhnits are
shaded in the diaGrems. Practically all military and commercial
aircraft lie within this region. The more advantageous values
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apply always to the slower aircraft. ‘TheBaumuster Ju 52 design lies
ap~roximately in the middle of the region. In the comparative compu-
tations that follow, normal water cooling for the engine has been
assumed throughout. No considerationhas been given to the poesibil-
,ityof using the aircraft skin as a cooling surface without any addi-
tional frontal resistance worth mentioning. It is well known that
only relatively small cooling-surface requirements can be met in that
manner.

Besides the two principal
there are two others which are
required when it is desired to
for the climbing speed and ~

characteristic values a and w*,
not so important because they are only
convert the characteristic values o
for the economy or cruising range,

which are in themselves very informative indices, into the actual
climbing speed or cruising range. The value O may be converted into
the climbing speed by dividing it by the “soaring power loading”

~ (G = wei@t of the aircraft).N For the computation of the actual

cruising ~ange, the ratio of the fuel weight to the total wei@t of
the aircraft at take-off is required.

The fundamentals of the computing methods will be set forth in
a special report. Only so much will tiesaid here in that connection
as is necessary for comprehension of the results.

B. Flight-mechanical evaluation of thermodynamic results. - The
f~i~ht-mechanica~ evaluation extends ~the specific weights, indices
of fuel consumption, and surface areas previously computed for mix-
ture cooling, surface cooling, and a supercharged engine without a
turbine. In order to insure clarity in the representation, the eval-
uation will be made only for a supercharger adiabatic efficiency of
0.6 and for a specific weight ratio of x equal to 0.5. For surface
cooling only the results at 5G-percent supercharger efficiency are
also shown. Thus for the sane nominal power the specific weight of
the supercharger and the turbine was taken as one-half as great as
that of the engine proper. The estimation of x was not made too
low because the weights of piping, gearings) couPlings~ controls)
and instrumentationmust be counted as part of the weight of the
auxiliary mechanical units. If after the construction of such instal-
lations,values of x were found that differed markedly from the value
used here, that would in no way alter the basic picture. In the case
of a smaller value of x, which should, of course, then be used
throughout, the different systems would become more nearly alike in
their characteristics, although the nature of their differences from
each other would remain the same, that is) the less advantageous sYs-
tem would remain so. At lower adiabatic supercharger efficiencies,
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all results would be less advantageous and the distance between them
would increase.

. . . . . .

The results of the evaluation will again be discussed with ref-
erence to the respective figures.

Figures 21 to 23,. From the diagrams for the specific weight
(figures 7, 8, 12, and 13), the reciprocal of the sum of mechanical-
unit and cool~r weights is-derived as taken from the average values
of the shaded regions. The curves %o/g plotted therefrom give a
‘picture of the decrease of available engine output as a function of
altitude with the total power-pltit weight remaining the same. These
curves form the basis for the subsequent computations lecause compu-
tations are made on the assumption that as high-altitude flight is
reached the proportion of powor-plant weight to total aircraft weight
does not change. In comparisons made on this basis the tacit assump-
tion is made that the specific weight is independent of the size of
the mechanical unit - an assumption that may be readily pezmitted
for these comparisons.

The cooling surfaces previously computed are based on unchanged
displacement of the engine. The displacement,however, diminishes
in the ratio go/g. Thus the caoling surfaces are to be diminished
in the same ratio. The resulting curves are also given in the fig-
ures. The curves show a maximum value for the cooling surface in
the stratosphere,which lies above the sea-level value. At the alti-
tude at which the useful work of the mechanical installation becomes
zero, the cooling surfaces also must become infinitely small, because
at that point with a given power-plant wei~ht only an infinitely small
output can be utilized in the aircref’t. For an altitude chmnber no
additional weight was introduced. This weight would be deducted from
the useful load.

Figures 24 to 27. These diagrams s$rve to compute the climbing

speed and the ceiling. The values ~~~ plotted against altitude

represent the effective flight power’o-u~putsthat remain available
after accounting for cooler resistance. These values take the form
of pure ratios based on the flight power of an aircraft equipped with
only the normal engine cooler and flying at sea level and power ratio
a= 1.

/ ~\),
The [ curves are plotted for various power ratios. It

I ____

\c!/
should be noted that even at sea level the available power is less
than the power ratio. This difference in power expresses the fact
that a large aircraft expends a part of its surplus power uselessly
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due to the relatively great cooling resistance. For each power ratio
two curves are plotted, the upper referring to very low-speed and the
lower to very high-speed aircraft. This method of plotting takes
account of the limits of the ratio of cooling resistance to total
resistance for the various types of aircraft.

The validity of the curves is limited by the structural dimen-
sions of the aircraft’only insofa”ras these serve to determine the
characteristic values a Wd CP++.Furthmmore, along the course of
a curve as it passes though various altitudes the ratio of power-
plant weight to total aircraft weight and the ratio of aircrtit weight
to wing span must be assumed to remain constant. The actual magnitude
of these values is unimportant in this connection.

In the diagram will also be found two awxiliary curves, the values
of which increase with,the altitude. The solid curve gives the minimum
soaring power; thus the intersectionswith the other output curves
indicate the ceilings. The”distance between this curve and the other
output curves measured in the ordinatedirection is the previously men-
tioned comparative value o for the ~limbing speed. Logically, at
the ceiling altitude it becomes zero along with the actual climbing
speed.

1% must further be pointed out that it is not possible to find
the climbing time in these diagrams by integrating the reciprocal of
o through the altitude of flight because at each altitude there is
assumed a different power pltit, each appropriately designed for the
respective altitude. With tho method of representation being used,
there can be obtained from (J only the cl:imbingspeed, which the
power plant designed for the altitude in question will impart to the
aircraft when flying at precisely that altitude,

The dashed line that fomm a curve similar to the ceiling curve
determines by its intersections the altitudes at which flight at opti-
mum gliding angle will take place. The subsequent computations show
that the most economical flying altitude is a little less than this
altitude.

The comparison of the climbing speeds for the different systems
gives the same picture as the comparison of the ceilings in the fol-
lowing figures.

Figures 28 to 30. The ceilings determined from the foregoing
diagrams are hwre plotted against the power ratio, separately for
the limiting values of the resistance factor CP*. The surfacu-
cooling system is clearly more advantageous in every case. Less
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altitude can be attained with mixture cooling than with a super-
charged engine without a turbine. Even with surface cooling the
gain.dup...tthehemchaust-gas..turbineis not very considerable. It
is strikingly apparent that ‘th@increase of ceiling altitude with
increasing power ratio proceeds at an evei-diminishing rate. Thus,
technical improvement constantly becomes more difficult.

~i~re 31. This figure shows an example of how the curves in.——
figures 24 to 26 were plotted in the Schrenk diagrem for high-
altitude flight for the purpose of deriving the flight speed. This
diagram (reference 9) contains only relative values, which are inde-
pendent of the flight-mechanical data of the aircraft. The abscissa
is the ratio of flight sp~ed v to the speed VOC along the flight .
path at optimum gliding angle at sea level; the ordinate is the cor-
responding power ratio N/Nsoc . In this grid there are two femi-
Iies of curves, one for equal flight altitudes and one of straight
lines for equal gliding-angle ratios ~/~min. The line ~/cmin = 1
constitutes the envelope curve for the altitude lines and its points
of tangency with the lines divide them into two branches. The branch
of each curve corresponding to smaller values of V/v.~) that is, to
large anglea of incidence, temuinates at the line c/Cmin = 1.16
because the ceiling altitude is reached at that point. The examples
plotted in the dia~rcm (which are for the most advantageous system)
show that with a given gliding speed the flight speed cannot be very
markedly raised and z-eacha maximum limit.

Figures 32 and 33. Here avo shown the maximum speeds computed
with the aid of the Sc~renk diagrem based on the speed that the same
aircraft would attain at sea level with the same total power-plant
weight. The plotted speed ratios are not the same as those taken
directly from the Schrenk diagram because in
the assumptions ~ust stated, it is necessary
fact that the gliding speed of the aircraft
additional cooling,surface.

The resulting evaluation is the same as

making comparisons under
to take into account the

VoE is reduced by the

tlnatbased on the ceil-
ing altitudes. The increase of speed is greatest in the case of sur-
face cooling: for mixture cooling it is again less than without a
turbine. The altitudes for maximmn speed are l-owerthan the altitude
for optimum gliding angle.

Figures 34 and 35. Here again the maximum speeds are shown
.sep,aratelyfor high-~n-d low-speed aircraft. The reference value’
is, in this case, the gliding speed of an aircraft flying at the
optimum gliding angle at sea level with its normal w-atercooler and
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without a supercharger or turbine, that is, flying with a power ratio
a= 1. Thus the increase of speed of the sea-level aircraft produced
by an increase in power ratio is also given for comparison. Even
this value is different for high- and low-speed aircraft because of
the different effect of the cooling-surface areas.

Here, too, it may be seen that the gain derived from flying at
high altitude becomes markedly effective only at high power ratios.
The supercharged engine without a turbine again proves superior to
the installation with mixture cooling. The surface-cooling system
appears rather less favorably here than previously; therefore at low
power ratios it is hot as efficient or even a little less efficient
than the supercharged engine without a turbine. The reason surface
cooling appeared more advanta~eous in figure 30 was that the calcu-
lations for sea level were based on an exhaust-gas cooler so as to
obtain a smooth curve. Consequently, the reference value was made
too small. For a decisive comparison the representations given in
figures 31 and 32 must also be considei-ed. It is then found that en
aircraft of the.type JLI 52 with a power ratio a = 2.5 would gain
15 percent in speed by flying at high altltude with surface cooling,
12.5 percent with a supercharged engine without a turbine, and
7.5 percent with mixture cooling.

Figure 36. When the previous assumptions are checked as to the
dependence of flight speed upon altitude, this function is plotted
for two limiting cases. Also plotted are the velocity formulas for
unchanging impact pressure and for unchanging flight power, by means
of which the cooling surfaces were previously computed. As was to
be expected, even this increase in speed has not been attained. As
the flight altitude approaches the ceiling, the speed d-creases so
markedly that it nay even become less than it was at sea level. Then,
of course, the previously assigned cooling surfaces are inadequate
by far or the previously computed ceiling will not quite be reached.
For the maximum speed, the cooling surfaces in the two exmples would
have to be 17 and 33 percent greater. This increase means a reduc-
tion in both flight power and gliding speed by 4 and 7 percent and
a corresponding decrease in the maximum speed. Mixture cooling is
more disadvantageously affected by the enlargement of cooling sur-
face, its results therefore becoming still less favorable in com-
parison to the other systems because in this case the speed departs
most widely from the assumed value.

E@hasis should be placed on the fact that the velocity curve
does not express the behavior of the ssme aircraft at various alti-
tudes but that, while maintaining a constant ratio of power-plant
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weight to aircraft weight a?ndof aircraft weight to wing span, the
power plant is assumed to be redesigned for each altitude.

,.. .
The possibility of actually flying slower-at ‘greateraltitudes,

that is, in air of much less density than at sea level, might appear
incomprehensible. However, only at the large power,ratios with
which high-altitude flight is poesible, is flight at sea level accom-
plished with very small’lift coefficients; thus by increasing the
angle of incidence the lift’can still be markedly increased. Actu-
ally there is a limit to this increase, the reaching of which is
not automatically noticeable when using the Schrenk assumptions con-
cerning the idealized airfoil-polar diagram. A special check coin-
putation showed that within the range covered by this report the
limits of what is flight mechanically possible are only reached at
the hi@hest power ratios by the”fastest aircraft, end even then only
if the aircraft are poorQ designed aerodynamically. For practical
evaluation it is unnecessary to discuss any further the limits of
validity and accuracy of the flight-mechanical data employed here.

Figure 37. The altitudes at which the maximum speeds are
attained are shown in this figure. The values for mixture cooling,
which are not plotted, coincide approxhnately with those for the
supercharged engine without a turbine.

Figure 38. As a measure of the economy of high-altitude
flight in comp~rison with sea-level fli@rt, the index

VIVA
A=”v may be used because a given quantity of fuel

be/beo(go/g)1
will suffice for flt@t over a distance tliatwill increase in direct
proportion to the flight speed, in inverse proportion to the specific
fuel consumption, and in inverse proportion to the engine output at
the assumed constant engine weight. From the definition of A, it
follows that this index is at the smne time a measure of the cruising
range or, more precisely, a measure of the differential distance
that can be flown with the consumption of an infinitely small quan-
tity of fuel. The total cruising range is to be determined hy inte-
gration; in this connection, account must be taken of the fact that
as the fuel load diminishes the soaring power decreases, whence the
power ratio increases if the power plant remains unchanged.

If the value A is computed as a function of altitude, it is
- found that the o@@mm cruising ranges are attained at altitudes

that are greater than the altitudes for maximum speed and somewhat,-
leka’’thanthobe’f’o&”’f13@tat’tlieBe$t gliding angle.
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The optimmn values for A found in figure 38 show that by the
utilization of the exhauet-gss energy the economy can be considerably
im~roved over that of flight without the turbine. Here also surface
cooling is more efficient although not so markedly as in previous
calculations. The gain in cruising range is not very great atthose
small power ratios, which are inevitable in long-distance flight
because of the heavy fuel loading. However, because transoceanic
flight, for example, is today precisely at the limit of possibility
even a small gain may open up entirely new technical possibilities.

In evaluation of the economy of high-altitude flight on the basis
of the hma values it must not be overlooked that ~ is based on

the sea-level value at the same power ratio. Flight at sea level
becomes less and less economical as a increases because the speed
increases mere slowly than the fli@t power, as shown in figl~es 31
and 32. Information would be obtained by comparing high-altitude
flight at power ratios greater than 1, which is, of course, more
economical than sea-level flight at the same power ratios,with the
most economical sea-level flight, namely that obtained at u = 1.
For this purpose there is plotted in figure 39 the curve that ~-

would have to follow if the econorny$based on sea-level flight with
U=l, were to remain the seine. It is seen that with a supercharger ,
efficiency of 0.6, sea-level economy is only possible up to a maximum
power ratio of 2.5. Above that point high-altitude flight becomes
in every case less economical. The relations talcean even more
unfavorable form with respect to cruising range because with increas-
ing power ratio the high power-plant weight will make it necessary
to decrease the fuel load if the pay load is to ramain the sane. If
this change is disregarded, the following can be taken as an example
for a long-di~tance aircrsft with a power ratio of 2 and optimum
propul-sivesystem (surface cooling.and ~v = 0.6): This aircraft

could fly at an altitude of 8 kilometers about 34 percent farther
and 10 percent faster than an aircraft with the same power ratio
at sea level. If it is compared with an aircrti”bflying at sea level
with a power ratio a = 1, which could thus climb only very little
higher, about the same cruising radius and a 58-percent increase in
speed are obtained.

As long as a long-distance aircraft that is loaded nearly to
the limit of its lifting capacity is being considered, high-altitude
flight can offer a gain in speed; but only small power ratios can
be permitted if the mileage that can be flown with a given quantity
of fuel is no; reduced. The methods of comparison hitherto in use
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are applicable to long-distance aixcraft only before the fuel supply
has leen perceptibly reduced, because the power ratio increases as
the wei@t of fuel ilecree,sesiConsequently, during a long-distance
flight, u = 1 can in no case remain true for the whole distance.
Therefore the over-all cruising range can be increased by flying
at higher altitudes as the distance t~aveled increases. A heav51y
laden transoceanic af.rcraft,for ex~ample,should fly best near sea
level at first and with decreasing fuel load gradually ascend, where-
upon the exhaust-gas turbine and tho s-uperchargerwould be brought
into operation, The determination of optimum flight path will be
shown in the forthcoming flight-mechanical study previously mentioned.

Figure 39. Some further data for surface cooling at 50-percent——
supercharger efficiency are presmtod in figure 39 to complete the
picture.

III. Cooling of Structural Parts

In the cooling of the exhaust gas, it is found that work losses
occurred first bece,umeof the necessary reduction of the exhaust-$as
temperature and second because of the operation necessarily involved
in throttling the mhaust flow. The losses wore so large that the
advantage of high-altitude flight and use of the turbine remained
small.

If the method of cooling not the exhaust gas but the structural
parts ex~osed to the hot gas is adopted, affterovercoming the funda-
mental constructional difficulties, use could be made of the free exhaust
method of’operation from which a considerable gain in output would
result, especially at moderate altitudes. How great the work losses
due to the cooling would be in the coollng of parts is a g.uestion
that can.only be answered if it is possible to compute the qu~tities
of heat transferred to the nozzles and blades. Unfortunately that
is not possible today as nothing is known of the laws governing heat
transfer at velocities in the order of 1000 meters per second. For
this reason the problem of cooling of structural parts cannot be
exactly treated today. Only some General considerations may be set
forth, which are based on the assumption”that even at tlnesehigh
flow velocities the heat transfer improves with increasing velocity
and increasing temperature differences.

If with the aim of cooling the wheel it is desired to enclose., .,
only a part’of the turbine “’rcitbr’y’the unenclosed pert can, as has

~, —., .. . . . .. .
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already been suggested (reference 2), be exposed
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to the flight stream.
As the-temperature difference between the blade surface and the flight
streem (approx. 600° C) is not much greater than the temperature dif-
ference between blade surface and etiaust gas (approx. 400° C) and the
heat transfer at the relatively low velocity of the flight stream is
poorer than at the high exhaust-gas velocity, apparently the wheel can
be enclosed only to a very small degree. This slight enclosure causes
an increase in constructional difficulties, the turbine becomes very
heavy, large windage losses make their a~pm.rance, and the additional
flight resistance attributable to cooling would no doubt become very
large. AS a means of partly circumventing this difficulty, a Part of
the wheel might be supplied with precom~reased air, which could do
work in the turbine. Ifj for this purpose, air that is no more highly
compressed than that supplied by the normql supercharger is used, its
outflow velocity from tilenozzles is much less than the efiaust-gas
veloctty because of the lower temperature. Consequently, on the one
hand, the impact loss in connection with the performance of work in
the turbine becomes greater and, on the other hand, it is necessary
.in order to obtain enoupjhcooling effect, to extend greatly the sec-
tor of the wheel supplied with air, whereupon the turbine will con-
sume a great deal of air. As a result, the same disadvantages appear
‘thatmake the mixture-cooling system undesirable. Perhaps an improve-
ment could be achieved by the use of an auxiliary compressor to bring
the cooling air to such a pressure that its flow velocity would be
of the same order of magnitude as that of the exhaust gas.

Thus there are a whole series of arguments against the utility
of partial exposure of the rotor to the working fluid. Obviously,
nothing final can be said without carrying out computations.

The blades can also be cooled internally with air. The cooling
surface available for this purpose is of the same order of magaitude
as that of the heat-absorbing surfaces on the exhaust-gas side. In
accordance with what has been said in the previous paragraphs, the
velocity of the cooling air must also approach that of the exhaust
gas; that is, it must be very great. Because of this necessitY ~~
is aIready apparent that a negligibly small quantity of cooling air
cannot be used even if the cooling-channel cross section is made much
smaller than the blade cross section. The forcing of the cooling air
through narrow channels at high velocity would require the expenditure
of a considerable amount of work in tlaecompressor.
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Whetlnerinternal-fluid cooling or evaporation cooling of the
blade ’wouldenable the rercovalof’large enough quantities of heat
cannot le decided as long-as nothinf.is -knowrconcerning the.magni-
tude of these quantities. Such a cooling Systemwould necessitate
the use of a retooler or condenser. These accewmies would again
cause additional fligltitresistance and a corresponding loss of power.

Iiiis not impossible that the operation of spark-ignition
engines with an exhaust-gas ’tur3ineusing cooling of mechanical
parts might give better resvlts foi*high-altitude fli@t than can
be expected with the exhaust-gas cooling system.- As an aid in
answering this questkm definitely, experiments on heat transfer
under exhaust-Gas-t~~rbineconditions are very urgently desired.

The difficulty in the operation of spark-ignition engines with
exhaust-gas turbines lies in the high @xbaust-gas temperatures,
which cannot be withstood without cpecial cnoling arrangements. As
a step in prepara-tiimfor the construction of hi&h-altitude engines
with exhaust-~as-turbtnesuperchargers, an investigation iS made of
the possible cooling rn.ethods.

For the yesent ‘thecooling of mechanical parts cannot be
exactly camputated heca(.sethe iaws 01 heat transfer at the high
gas vel~cities iri~.~estionare n~t known.

There$’orejthe quantitatively treated section is confined to
two systems for w%ich an adequate theoretical foundation is avail-
able. The first of?these is mixture coolin~, in which the exhaust
gas is cooled by the mixture of air, the compression of the air
constituting an a?.dedfunction of the supercharger. The second
system is surface cooling, in which the exhaust gas is sent through
a surface cooler exposed to the flight stream before entering the
turbine. The behavior of tinesupercharged engine without a turbine
is altiopresented for coroparison.

All assumptions concerning efficier.tiesof superchargers,
engine, and turbine are based as far as possible, upon experimental
measurements and deductions from expel”limentalmeasurements. In
this connection values were always used the practical attainment
of which.at the yresent time seems assored. Tineoxygen content of
the atmosphere was cLS?sLunedto d~crease in accordance with the
diffusion balance. The principal uncertainty is encountered in
the assumption of ti~~spectfic wei@t ~f the supercharger and tk
,turbiile.
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The results of the thermodynamic computations are embodied in
the figures for work per unit of displacement, the indices of fuel
consumption, the specific weights, and the cooling-surfaceareas.
Great work losses, as compared to theoretical possibilities, are
encountered because of “thenecessity of thzzottlingthe flow o.fgas
and of reducing the temperate of the gas. Consequently, the out-
put obtainalie per kilogram of power-plant weight decreases markedly
and quite uniformly with increasing altitude. With surface cooling
the output is reduced by half at 17 kilometers with mixture cooling
at 11 kilometers~ and in the case of a supercharged engine without a
turbine at 13.5 ;:lloueters. The cooling-surface requirements per
kilogram of er@ne weight increase with altitude by not more than
60 percent and then decrease again at still higher aititudes. For a
given engine,surface cooling requires greater cooling s~faces in
the troposphere than Mixture co@ling. In the stratosphere,surface
cooling is superior to mixture cooling in respect both to weight and
cooli~ surfaces.

The utility of the different systems can be definitely compazzed
~ J.kAefi~ght-mechanical investigation that follows.only in the light o.

In accordance with a method ori@nated by this writer and concerning
which a separate report will be made, it is possible to compare flight
speed, climbin8 speed, ceiling, eccncmq’}and cruising range without
being limited to specific aircraft types. The behavior of any type
of aircraft within the scope of our inquiry can le derived from two
characteristic values of the aircraft design.

The flight-rlechanicalevaluation gives the following general
picture: Flight syeed, climbin~ speed, and ceiling cannot be very
considerably improved by using the surface-cooling system as compared
with operation without a turbine. The mixtu~”e-coalingsystem actually
works somewhat less efficiently than the superchargedmotor withoiit
a turbine. With surface cooling and the exertion of every effort the
attainment of a ceiling of 17 kilometers should be possible. The
speed of a transport aircraft could be increased only about 15 percent
b; means of high-altitude flight.

Wi-thregard to cruising ra-ngeand economy, on
high-altitude fli&ht using the exhaust-gas turbine
worthy advantages. At small power ratios, surface
?.aixturecoolin~ are of equal value in this respect

the other hand,
possesses note-
coolfng and
but at large

power ratios s>face cooling is again nore efficient. At small po’~er
ratios, a given cruising range is obtained at hi~her speed with
surface cooling than with mixture coding. Unfortunately it is
precisely in the case of long-distanceflight that the gain in
cruising range remains small. Nevertheless, it is appr~ximately
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30 percent; therefore, many flights that are now barely possible
could be accomplished with greater safety.

.-

The advantages of high-altiitudeflight are especially note-
worthy in the case of high power ratios toward which development,is
at present directed.

For future yractical work the following conclusionsmust be
drawn from the calculations and generalizations:”

1. For the time being only the surface-cooling system need be
considered for construction and ‘testing. Only if we succeed,in
raising the efficiencies of the supercharger and turbine well above
the values assumetiin this report my the picture in regard to
mixture cooling cha~e for the better - and then probably only in
the troposphere.

2. The very necessary comparison with systems in which the
mechanical parts are cooled require that the laws of heat transfer
aPplying to the flaw of’hot gases through blade channels be clari-
fied.

Translation by Edward S. Shafer,
National Advisory Comnittee
for Aeronautics.
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Figure I. - Flow plan for mixture-cooling system. Com-
pressed air is mixed with exhaust gas by means of a but-
terfly valve and a check valve. in the case of surface
Cooiing, the mixing nozzie is .repiaced by an exhaust-gas

cooler and the air duct is omitted.
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Figure 2. - Turbine efficiency as function of flight alti-
tude.

VT adiabatic turbine efficiency

H flight altitude, km

These efficiencies are,attainable up to about 15 kilo-

meters with one impeller (u = 300 mlsecl and above that

altitude with two counter rotating impellers (u, =300

mlsec; ‘2 = 200 misec).
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Figure 3. - Component work quantities in mixture cooling.

‘M engine work

Lv supercharger work

LT turbine work

Vv adiabatic supercharger efficiency

.

All work quantities expressed as meter kilograms per liter
displacement and per working cycle

H flight altitude, km
* value at altitude of 20 kilometers for unchanged oxygen

content of atmosphere
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Figure 4. - useful work In mixture cooling.

‘N useful work in meter kilograms per liter of displace-
ment and per work cycle

Vv adiabatic supercharger efficiency

H flight altitude, km
* value at altitude of 20 kilometers for unchanged

oxygen content of atmosphere
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Figure 5. - Increase in quantities of air and exhaust gas
due to mixture cooling.

9~ air quantity without mixture air

9s mixture air quantity

9A exhaust-gas quantity without mixture air

H flight altitude, km
* value at altitude of 20 kilometers for unchanged

oxygen ‘content of atmosphere
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Figure 6. - Specific effective fuel consumption for mixture

cooling and surface cooling.
be specific effective fuel consumption, gthp-hr

nv adiabatic supercharger efficiency

H flight altitude, km
* value at altitude of 20 kilometers for unchanged

oxygen content of atmosphere
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stallations with mixture cooling; ~V. = 0.6. (For explana-
tion of symbol s, see fig. 8.)
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Figure 8. - Specific weights of mechanical and cooling in-
stallation with mixture cooling; qv = 0.5.

‘MTV specific weight of whole mechanical installation

(engine, turbine, and supercharger)

‘Mo specific weight of engine with cooler at sea ievel

Agk: additional specific weight of cooler unit for high-
altitude flight

H flight altitude, km

nv adiabatic supercharger efficiency

x ratio of specific weight of supercharger and turbine
to specific weight of engine

The values to be considered for practical purposes iie in
shaded region.
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Figure 9. - Cool ing-surface requi rements for mixture cooling.

‘Mo cooling surface of normal water cooler for engine at
sea level

‘M cooling surface of engine water cooler at various
altitudes

Fv cooling surface of air coolers for supercharger

Ftota; = FM+ ‘V

~v adiabatic supercharger efficiency

H flight altitude, km
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Figure 10. -Component work quantities in surface cooling.

‘M
engine work
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LT turbine work

Vv adiabatic supercharger efficiency

All work quantities expressed as meter ki Iograms per
liter displacement and per working cycle

H flight altitude, km
* value at altitude of 20 kilometers for unchanged

oxygen content of atmosphere
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Figure Il. - Useful work in surface cooling.

‘N useful work in meter kilograms per liter of displace-

ment and per working cycle

?V adiabatic supercharger efficiency

H flight altitude, km
* value at altitude of 20 kilometers for unchanged

oxygen content of atmosphere
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12 and 13. - Specific weight of mechanical and cool-
nits in surface cooling.

specific weight of whole mechanical installation

(engine, turbine, and supercharger)
specific weight of engine with cooler at sea level

Ag~: additional specific weight of cooler unit for high-

altitude flight

H flight altitude, km

x ratio of specific weight of supercharger and turbine
to specific weight of engine

~v adiabatic supercharger efficiency

Values to be considered for practical purposes lie in
shaded region.
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Figure 14. - Cooling-surface requirements for surface cool in9.

‘Mo coollng surface of normal water cooler for engine at
sea level

‘M cooling surface of engine water cooler at various
altitudes

Fv cooling surface of air coolers for supercharger

‘K cool ing surface of exhaust-gas cooler

Ftotal = FM + Fv + FK

Tv adiabatic supercharger efficiency

H flight altitude, km
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Figure 15. - Composition of total cooling surface for mix-
ture cooling, surface cool ing, and supercharged engine
without turbine.

‘total sum of al I cooling surfaces

‘Mo cooling surface of normal water cooler for engine

at sea level

~v adiabatic supercharger efficiency

H flight altitude, km
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Figure 16. - Temperatu res in exhaust-gas cooler.
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Figure 17. - Turbine work per kilogram of exhaust gas.
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Figure 18. - Component work quantities and useful work in
supercharged engine without turbine.

‘M engine work

‘v supercharger work
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Figure 19. - Specific effective fuel consumption for super-

charged engine without turbine.
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Figure” 20. - Cool in g-surface requi rements for. supercharged

en9ine with outturbine.

‘Mo cooling surface of normal water cooler for engine at
sea level

‘M cooling surface of engine water cooler at various

altitudes

Fv cooling surface of air coolers for supercharger

Ftotal = FM + ‘V

Vv adiabatic supercharger efficiency

H flight altitude, km
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Figure 21. - Reiative output for different systems.

9 specific weight of entire power plant (mechanical
units and coolers)

90 value of g at sea level

TV adiabatic supercharger efficiency

1124

x ratio of specific weight of supercharger and turbine
to specific weight of engine

H flight altitude, km
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Figures 22 and 23. - Relative output for different systems.

9 specific weight of entire power plant (mechanical
units and coolers)

90 value of g at sea level

~v adiabatic supercharger efficiency

x ratio of specific weight of ‘supercharger and turbine
tb specific weight of engine

H fright aititude, km
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25. - Corrected specific output for different

Vv adiabatic supercharger efficiency

x ratio of specific weight of supercharger and tur-

bine to specific weight of engine

a power ratio of aircraft

o index of climbing speed
Emin optimum gliding angle

H max ceiling altitude, km

H flight altitude, km

Upper boundary of shaded area:
very low-speed aircraft

Lower boundary of shaded area;

very high- speed ai rc raft
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Figures 26 and 27. - Corrected specific output for different
systems.

Tv adiabatic supercharger efficiency

x ratio of specific weight of supercharger and tur-

bine to specific weight of engine

a power ratio of aircraft

o index of climbing speed

&min optimum gliding angle

H max ceiling altitude, km

H flight altitude, km
Upper boundary of shaded areas;

very low-speed ai rc raft

Lower boundary of shaded areas;
very high-speed aircraft
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Figure 31. - Schrenk diagram for high–altitude flight.

v flight speed

N flight power
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flight speed at optimum gliding an9ie at sea level

N sOE
soaring power at optimum gliding angle at sea level

E gliding ratio

‘rein optimum gliding ratio

H flight altitude, km
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Figures 32 and 33. - Ratio of maximum speed to speed at sea
level with same power ratio.
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Figure 37. - Altitude for maximum” speed.

H vmax altitude at which maximum speed is attained, km

a power ratio

Vv adiabatic supercharger efficiency

x ratio of specific weight of supercharger and tur-

bine to specific weight of en9ine

Upper boundary of shaded area;
very low-speed ai rc raft

Lower boundary of shaded area;
very high-speed aircraft
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Figure 38. - Optimum index of economy.
h max optimum index of economy
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Figure 39. - Symbols and interpretation as in figures 34,
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